delivering throughout Edinburgh 7 days a week
award winning sourdough baked in Leith
who are we?
It started with 5 friends with a restaurant, a café and a bar between them who wanted to serve their customers
the best sourdough but couldn’t find one on the market that ticked all the boxes – sour & salty flavour,
substantial, filling, waxy crumb, crisp crust – so set out to make it themselves.
We're now a company with 12 employees operating 7 days a week, 360 days a year.
Bread is the centre point of so many meals – a breakfast slice of toast, a simple lunch time sandwich, a vehicle
for cheese, charcuterie, honey, preserves, something to dip in soup, something to clean up remnants of pasta
sauce or a Sunday roast – and is sadly so often overlooked. Good bread can transform a meal.
Sourdough is made using simple, traditional techniques. The ingredients are mixed and the dough is kneaded,
shaped and rested over 3 days – during this time the bread becomes more digestible and more nutritious in
addition to more delicious and satisfying. At the bakery we mill around a third of the grain that ends up in our
sourdough for extra flavour, freshness, texture and nutrition. Working with Mungoswells we support and
promote local farming and milling.

a bit more about us
At Company Bakery we bake and deliver the best bread 7 days a week.
We place emphasis on quality, simplicity and customer service. Everything
about our bakery is focussed on quality, and we extend that to the
environment. We have now reduced our waste to close to Zero following a
grant from Zero Waste Scotland. We understand the vital importance bread
has for food security in the community, and since CV-19 have all sorts of
precautionary measures are in place ensuring our hygiene levels, and risks
thoroughly assessed so that even in the worst case that one/some of our
team is taken by this virus, we are equipped to continue to deliver the goods.

our flour
80% of the flour we use is grown and milled in Scotland.
Our main supplier of flour is Mungoswells in East
Lothian.We are also proud owners of a hand built
Austrian stone mill, and the grain we use for this comes
exclusively from Scotland the Bread, who grow heritage
grains with high nutritional content and unique positive
ecological impact in the Kingdom of Fife. All our
sourdough is made with a 1/3 of flour we have milled
ourselves daily, this gives our product a unique fresh
grain flavour – the difference in freshly milled grain is
huge. It is mostly presented before an audience.

signature
sourdough
(Ingredients: Wheat, Rye, Spelt, Sea
Salt)Our award-winning sourdough
is made with two types of wheat,
some spelt and some rye. 1/3 of the
grain is milled by us daily. It's a
crusty loaf with a characteristic
chew and unique flavour of freshly
milled grains. It stays fresh for days
and makes excellent toast for
a week.Gold Award Winner, Scottish
Bread Championships, Royal
Highland Show 2019Reserve
Champion, Scottish Bread
Championships, Royal Highland
Show 2019

signature sourdough
sizes
These breads differ in size, weight
and surface patterning
Home Loaf (700g)
Waffle (1000g)
Big Beast (2000g)

seeded sourdough
(Ingredients: Wheat, Rye, Spelt, Sunflower Seed, Flax
Seed, Pumpkin Seed, Poppy Seed, Sunflower Seed, Sea
Salt)
Made with the same dough as our signature sourdough
but with the added deliciousness of our seed mixture of
sunflower, flax and pumpkin through the dough. It’s then
rolled in poppy seeds before its baked,
creating beautifully fragrant bread that’s also fresh for a
long time thanks to the natural, healthy seed oils in the
mixture. Sizes: Home Loaf (700g)/ Waffle (1000g)

white sandwich
(Ingredients: Wheat, Rye, Spelt, Sea Salt)
Our soft, white sandwich loaf is in fact a delicious
1kg sourdough. It may look like ‘normal bread’ but
it tastes excellent and is great for those who want
to know they're eating 'real bread' but are partial
to a toastie. Great for all sorts of sandwiches and
it fits neatly in the toaster. (Sold unsliced).
Loaf (1000kg)

baguette
(Ingredients: Wheat, Yeast, Sea Salt)
Our classic French baguettes are hand-formed and leavened
with 100% sourdough. They have great depth of flavour and a
good chew yet are still light, with lovely crisps ends.
Demi Baguette (200g)
Baguette (380g)

rustic ciabatta
(Ingredients: Wheat, Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Rye, Sea Salt, Yeast)
Our lovely bouncy and fluffy hand-formed ciabatta each
have their own characters and are leavened with a blend of
sourdough and yeast for a mild, but complex flavour. Perfect
for toasted panini and sharing boards alike.

rustic ciabatta
sizes

Rustic Ciabatta Loaf (650g)
Rustic Ciabatta Panino (120g)
Rustic Ciabatta Bun (90g)

rye multisided (400g)
(Ingredients: Rye, Flax Seed, Pumpkin Seed, Sea Salt)
The rye multiseed is a delicious, high-hydration 100% dark rye
loaf. Flax and pumpkin seed add smoothness and
texture. Leavened with sourdough this bread has a great shelf
life and the flavour develops with time. We love it thinly sliced
with smoked fish and cured meats at lunch.

Gold Award Winner, Scottish Bread Championships, Royal Highland Show 2019

cuban rolls (250g)
(Ingredients: Wheat, Butter, Sugar, Sea Salt, Yeast)
These rolls are made with enriched dough to create soft substyle results. Leavened with yeast for a gentle flavour and a
soft crust – perfect for filled rolls. A staple style thanks to its
versatility and simple deliciousness with a lovely fluffiness and
bounce.

brioche burger
buns (100g)
(Ingredients: Wheat, Milk, Butter, Eggs, Sugar, Sea Salt, Yeast)
These classic rolls are fine-crumbed and light with a
wonderful golden colour thanks to the richness of the
dough. They have a characteristically gentle sweetness,
nodding to their extravagant origins and pairingperfectly
with savoury fillings.
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